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PLEASANT SOUND 
ENVIRONMENT IN 
THE OFFICE
Silento Wall™ is a smart and stylish sound absorber that 
gives you a pleasant sound environment in the office. Our 
absorbers are available in many different shapes, colours, 
and fabrics, so that you can completely adapt them to 
your office furniture. Construct your own work of art that 
dampens the noise level and reduces echo at the same time.

All of our wall absorbers are fire-retardant, tested for their 
N10-value, and easily installed. You can combine several 
different models yourself, or get help from us to find the 
perfect combination for your environment.
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SOLID

Solid has a core that is made from 100% 
recycled PET. With its soft fabric-covered 
edges and corners, Solid gives a very nice feel 
to the room. Combine both sizes, and mix with 
different colours to create your own design.

COLOUR 
Solid is available in five different fabric colours 
as standard. Own fabric choice on requests.

MOUNTING 
Solid is easily attached with two Velcro strips 
that are screwed to the wall.

TESTS 
The basic material in Solid meets the 
requirements for B-s1,d0 (fire). The product 
has been tested for N10-value (sound).

ART. NO NAME COLOUR

67400-200 Solid 600 Brown

67400-201 Solid 600 Rust

67400-202 Solid 600 Black-grey

67400-203 Solid 600 Dark grey

67400-204 Solid 600 Grey

67400-300 Solid 1200 Brown

67400-301 Solid 1200 Rust

67400-302 Solid 1200 Black-grey

67400-303 Solid 1200 Dark grey

67400-304 Solid 1200 Grey

MEASUREMENT
Width  600/1200 mm

Height 600 mm

Depth  50 mm

Fabric: Hush

GreyDark greyBlack-greyBrown Rust

Fabric folded
edges
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Clean is a modern wall absorber that 
can be used in various ways to construct 
unique designs in different colours. Despite 
its hexagonal shape, Clean gives a soft 
impression, with fabric-covered edges and 
corners.

Clean is just as suited to offices as to meeting 
rooms or reception areas - only you and your 
imagination set the limits. Put together a work 
of art that creates a more pleasant sound 
environment at the same time.

COLOUR 
Clean is available in five different fabric 
colours as standard. Own fabric choice on 
requests. 

MOUNTING 
Clean is easily attached with a Velcro strip 
that is screwed to the wall.

TESTS 
The basic material in Clean meets the 
requirements for B-s1,d0 (fire). The product 
has been tested for N10-value (sound).

CLEAN
MEASUREMENT
Width  580 mm

Height 500 mm

Depth  50 mm

ART. NO NAME COLOUR

67400-400 Clean Brown

67400-401 Clean Rust

67400-402 Clean Black-grey

67400-403 Clean Dark grey

67400-404 Clean Grey

Fabric: Hush

GreyDark greyBlack-greyBrown Rust

Fabric folded
edges
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Soft is a fabric-clad sound absorber with 
straight cut edges. The grey core fill is visible 
from the side. Mix sizes and colours to create 
your own design and a nicer feel to the room.

Soft has a core that is made from 100% 
recycled PET, which makes the product 
recyclable.

COLOUR 
Soft is available in three different fabric colours 
as standard. Own fabric choice on requests. 

MOUNTING 
Soft is easily attached with a Velcro strip  
that is screwed to the wall.

TESTS 
The basic material in Soft meets the 
requirements for B-s1,d0 (fire). The product 
has been tested for N10-value (sound).

ART. NO NAME COLOUR

67400-500 Soft 500 Rust

67400-501 Soft 500 Black-grey

67400-502 Soft 500 Dark blue

67400-550 Soft 750 Rust

67400-551 Soft 750 Black-grey

67400-552 Soft 750 Dark blue

MEASUREMENT
Diameter 500/750 mm

Depth 50 mm

Fabric: Hush

Black-grey Dark blueRust

SOFT

Fabric  
covered with  
a visible gray 

core
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With Edge, you get a playful wall absorber 
that lets you create different designs 
depending on how you combine them. Edge 
comes in two-packs (one with a raised and 
one with a recessed design). 

COLOUR 
Edge has a heated surface in black and grey.

MOUNTING 
Edge is easily attached with a Velcro strip  
that is screwed to the wall.

TESTS 
The basic material in Edge meets the 
requirements for B-s1,d0 (fire). The product 
has been tested for N10-value (sound).

EDGE

ART. NO NAME COLOUR

67400-150 Edge (2-pack) Black

67400-151 Edge (2-pack) Grey

MEASUREMENT *
Width  555 mm

Height 480 mm

Depth  30/50 mm

MEASUREMENT *
* Edge comes with a protective frame that can also be installed. If you prefer to create 
your wall with frames, the dimensions are 580 x 580 mm and 30/50 mm deep.
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Modern is a playful wall absorber with 
a heated surface where you can change 
around the product as much as you want, to 
obtain a design suited just to you. Modern is 
just as suited to offices as to reception areas. 
Supplied in two packs (one with raised and 
one with recessed designs).

COLOUR 
Modern has a heated surface in black and grey.

MOUNTING 
Modern is easily attached with a Velcro  
strip that is screwed to the wall.

TESTS 
The basic material in Modern meets the 
requirements for B-s1,d0 (fire). The product 
has been tested for N10-value (sound).

ART. NO NAME COLOUR

67400-100 Modern (2-pack) Black

67400-101 Modern (2-pack) Grey

MODERN
MEASUREMENT
Width  350 mm

Height 350 mm

Depth  30/50 mm
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LOWERS THE NOISE LEVEL IN THE OFFICE
The products in the Silento Wall series are sound-tested in 200 m2 environments, and achieve 
substantial noise suppression in the most common frequency ranges for office environments.

SUSTAINABILITY AND ENVIRONMENT
The basic material of all absorbers in Silento Wall is comprised of 100% recycled PET. The fabric 
is called Gabriel Hush, and is certified in accordance with Standard 100 by OEKO-TEX®.

Both the fabric and the basic material are tested and approved in relation to Euroclass fire 
ratings (B-s1, d0).

FAST DELIVERY
We have a large standard range of Silento Wall in stock. This means that you can expect fast 
delivery of your products.

MORE COLOURS?
The standard colours for the different models can be found for each product in this brochure. 
Do you want a price for a model in a different colour? Contact us for a quote. You can see all 
the colours on https://www.gabriel.dk/en/fabrics/textile/Hush/57675

ACOUSTICS ARE MORE IMPORTANT THAN YOU THINK
Acoustics affect us more than we might think. When we talk about good acoustics, such as in the 
workplace, we usually mean areas and spaces where the sound environment is pleasant. This 
means that we perceive the noise level as not being too high, and that there is no echo effect. If 
we instead experience the contrary – noise levels that are too high and a lot of echoes and re-
verberation – this can affect us negatively, and have consequences for our health. It can, among 
other things, lead to increased stress, loss of concentration, headaches, and increased tiredness.

IMPROVING OFFICE ACOUSTICS
The most common measures for improving the office sound environment are to install an 
acoustic ceiling, sound absorbers on the walls and sound absorbing partitioning. Our Lanab 
Silento line of products provides good possibilities to create acoustic furniture that ensures a 
pleasant sound environment. We can also offer you rooms that are completely silent if needed.

WE HELP YOU DESIGN YOUR SOUND ENVIRONMENT
Do you want to create a positive sound environment but don’t know where to start? Don’t 
worry. Contact us for help combining products to achieve the environment that you want and 
need. We analyse your needs together, and formulate a proposal for a solution.  
You’re welcome to visit Lanab Group.



More information about shipping and delivery terms can be found in our basic price list.

HI!

It is with workplaces as with much else – a stable foundation creates a succesful whole. 
Lanab Group are unique by being able to deliver a wide assortment of ergonomic and 
sustainable office furnitures. And we will delivery our furniture within two weeks. We offer 
good chairs, tables and storage furniture. With our swedish made products we provide 
stylish solutions that will last for long time and fit virtually in any enviroment. We like to 
keep it simple, office furniture to everyone, everywhere and anytime.

OFFICE FURNITURE FOR EVERYONE, 
EVERYWHERE AND ANYTIME!

We´re the customer support at Lanab Group! Our mission is to do our very best to provide 
you quick help and good service. Do you have any questions, call +46 (0)380-31 11 00 or 
e-mail us at info@lanabgroup.se. If you wish to place an order, please e-mail us at  
order@lanabgroup.se. Feel free to contact us!

 Stefan Tilstam Jessica R Gustavsson  Jennie Stennert  Martin Almqvist

DELIVERY TERMS



www.lanabgroup.se
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